The implementation of parallel 2-D frequency transforms intended for the acceleration of image-processing algorithms is described. The way these routines t into a wider generic format for such parallel routines is also indicated. The paper touches on the design decisions needed to marry choice of e cient routine with wide utility. Due consideration is given to auxiliary functions. Details of the book-keeping required to enable real-valued data to be e ciently transformed in a parallel setting are included.
Introduction
This paper describes the design and implementation of a generic suite of 2-D frequency transform programs intended for message-passing multicomputers. The objective was an imageprocessing library implemented in a common format which allows the user to select a serial or a parallel mode of operation 1]. The Fourier transform is central to the class of frequency transforms. 2-D Discrete Fourier transform (DFT) algorithms include: the Vector Radix (VR) method 2] the polynomial transform (PT) 3] and the row-column (RC) algorithm 4]. A hybrid version of the RC algorithm 5] is appropriate to restricted memory or possibly shared-memory multiprocessors. The VR method, when parallelized 6], does not allow data distribution and collection to be overlapped with computation. The PT algorithm does not have a su ciently regular structure which would present a problem when mapping the algorithm between di erent parallel machines. All algorithms have synchronization points. As with others concerned with generalized solutions on medium-grained machines 7] the RC algorithm was chosen. The degrees of freedom inherent in the RC algorithm allow adaptation to a variety of parallel environments and the algorithm can also beadapted for a 1-D transform.
Having developed a 2-D DFT, we w ent on to use the RC algorithm as a basis for a parallel Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT), with a saving in development time.
For large images, an alternative implementation of the 2-D DFT was preferred by means of a block method of data distribution. The techniques developed for real-valued images in the previous programs were extended when applied to a convolution program using the alternative method.
The algorithms have been implemented on a transputer-based machine, the Parsys Supernode, and were later easily ported to PVM 8], which i s a de facto standard for a wide range of parallel platforms. For the Supernode implementation, a reusable generic hardware structure 9] was designed, which is shown in Figure 1 (though the apparatus for global communication was not needed for the frequency transforms). This structure is intended to reduce the scaling problem on store-and-forward networks at the same time utilizing the central processor more fully. Other low-level image-processing algorithms developed at the same time use the same common structure, e.g. 10] which does include global communication. The PVM version, when run on workstations linked by a LAN, simulates the design by what is in e ect a master linked by a bus to a set of slaves. PVM implementations vary in the granularity of the tasks supported according to the network bandwidth, the e ciency of message bu ering and the overhead imposed by the dynamic model of parallelism. The porting problem is eased in that the number of message-passing modes is limited in PVM, implying that these modes will be e ciently implemented.
The frequency transforms are placed within a common framework, using data-farming, which is also suitable for the parallelisation of other low-level image-processing routines on general-purpose parallel environments. This is in contrast to work elsewhere on bespoke routines. The parallel algorithms build on existing optimized sequential algorithms, again reducing development time. A DCT and convolution algorithm are newly parallelised according to the generic method. The paper considers the important but sometimes ignored issue of choice of auxiliary routines, pointing out performance trade-o s. The processing of real-valued image data is focussed on, and the paper newly considers e cient sequencing of processing for a block-based convolution program.
Since processor clock speed is estimated to increase at an annual rate of 80% (though not processing speed due to the memory access problem 11]), any timings recorded should only beviewed for their relative and not absolute value. Modular parallel systems have recently beenengaged to accelerate the well-known MatLab dsp computing environment, i.e. in the Paramex system 12] reducing the time for a wavelet transform from about 300s on a 486 PC at 66 MHz to 15s using 3L Parallel C 13] (also used for this study and suitable for SHARC processor networks) on ve TMS320C40 at 40 MHz. A DFT-based parallel wavelet transform on 'C40s is described in 14] and DFTs on 'C40s in 15]. 
Equation 8 is the RC algorithm, and it will be seen that it has the same structure as (5) except for a multiplicative factor (the`twiddle' or rotation term).
As is well-known, the time complexity of a 1-D DFT is reduced from O(N 2 ) t o O(N log N) if an FFT is employed. By performing the term in parentheses in (8) 
Parallel Implementation
Many low-level image-processing algorithms, such as spatial lters, are completely localized in their data references. If adjacent image data are overlapped at boundaries then at a small additional cost a data-farming programming paradigm can beemployed, in which the only communication is between worker process and data farmer. Provided that n p, where n is the numberof sub-images farmed out { for instance an image row, and p is the number of processors, then load-balancing can be made semi-automatic by h a ving returning processed work form an implicit request for more data. Initiation of data-farming is by a static scheduling of work, e.g. a numberofrows to each w orker processor, which ideally should take no longer than the time to process and return one item of work. There is also a wind-down phase when outstanding work is collected 19] .
The chief advantage of the RC algorithm for a parallel implementation is that datafarming of image rows/columns can be utilized to o set data-loading by computation provided thought is given to local bu ering in order to o set communication latency. The numberof rows/columns farmed out per work packet can be varied to suit the communicate/computate ratio of the machine. Notice that due to the linearity o f t h e F ourier transform, the granularity is not restricted to the image size. An overlap-save method (Section 4.1) can be employed to further decompose each r o w/column. Global optimization techniques are an alternative way to obtain a balanced distribution of work but such approaches can require costly preliminary calculation though, however, they may besuitable for embeddedapplications. Where system uctuation, congestion or communication overhead causes the time for any FFT to be non-deterministic then order statistics can predict the likely nishing time and similarly the optimum FFT size 20].
1-D FFT Algorithm Selection
DSP implementations of the FFT are distinguished by the required regularity of the algorithm, which usually means single-radix algorithms, either radix-2 (5N log 2 N ops), radix-4 (4:25N log 2 N ops) or radix-8 (4:08N log 2 N ops), but these algorithms are not a general solution. Thè split-radix' algorithm 21] has a lower operation count ( 4 N log 2 N ops) than either radix-4 or radix-8 FFTs but does not have the addressing regularity. The`split-radix' method would be the algorithm of choice for a software solution if a single radix algorithm were acceptable, as any extra-storage needs (to indicate which`butter ies' { the well-known characteristic data exchange step of the recursive binary algorithm { are needed and when) are easily absorbed. It is applicable to the same problem sizes as standard radix-2 algorithms, but still for large images it limits choice (there would beno FFT between size 512 and 1024) unless a compromise on speed is made by the use of zero padding. Therefore, the decision was made to implement a mixed-radix FFT. The mixed-radix algorithm is an extension of (5) u = u 0 + u 1 P 0 + u 2 P 0 P 1 + : : : + u a;b;1 P 0 : : : P a;b;2 v = v a;b+1 + v a;b+2 P a;b+1 + v a;b+3 P a;b+1 P a;b+2 + : : : + v a;1 P a;b+1 : : : P a;2 with P(b) = P 0 : : : P a;b and X 1 ( ) = x( ). Notice that: the recurrence can beprogrammed as a loop at each stage of the recurrence the dimensions of array X change with index b (implemented by suitable indexing into a xed-size 1-D array) and the summation on the R.H.S. constitutes an inner loop that can beunrolled (by small-order transforms). The RC algorithm has the happy property that 1-D mixed-radix algorithms based on a selection of optimized small-order transform components can directly beplugged into each row and column computation directly. Pseudo-code for small-order transforms can be found in an appendix to the seminal work of 23] where the routines are proven to be optimal in the number-theoretic sense 24].
The mixed-radix algorithm results in computational savings over the single-radix case. Table 1 is a simple illustration of the relative s a vings, accurately predicted by earlier authors 25], which accrue by e ectively altering the base of the logarithm, b, in the expression for the time complexity of the 1-D FFT ( Nlog b N), where is a scaling factor. The base of the logarithm, b, is also the radix of the transform, while the logarithmic factor itself gives the number of stages in a transform. There are less stages in a higher radix transform, and each of those stages can be made more e cient b y judicious restructurings, e.g. radix-8 complexity can berewritten as 12:25N log 8 N ops. For a size 256 FFT in theory one expects a 33% saving in real multiplications and a 9% saving in additions, whereas Table 1 shows a 34% saving for four processors, which is of similar magnitude. The remaining decline in e ciency can beattributed to the overheads from using four processors. The size 512 FFT (forward transform using double-sized oating point (f.p.) representation) is also compared in Table 1 and the savings over a radix two algorithm are predicted to be28% for multiplications and 9% for additions, which is of similar magnitude to the actual saving for four processors. In Table 2 a more complete picture (for a later version of the code) is shown. The incorporation of radix-6 transforms improves the relative timings for larger image sizes. However, even for the larger images the e ciency declines noticeably after 8 processors. The timings for one transputer were with a di erent compiler and therefore may exaggerate the speed-up (all transputers ran at 25 MHz with links operating at only 10 MHz). Despite the presence of an`on-chip' oating point unit the timings appear to re ect the weak f.p. operation of the processor. Largest savings in time occurred either when it was possible to use radix-four exclusively, when the twiddle factors are 1, or from radix-six operation by means of the Prime Factor Algorithm (PFA) 26]. The PFA makes use of the identity RF P C = F P 0 F P 1 , where F P is the Fourier matrix (i.e. fe ink2 =P g of (1) in matrix form), P = P 0 P 1 , gcd(P 0 P 1 ) = 1 and represents the Kronecker product, thereby avoiding scaling by a twiddle factor vector. C and R are permutation matrices forming the Chinese Remainder Theorem mapping and the Ruritanian mapping 27]. When the size of the (small-order) FFT is known in advance it is no longer necessary to pre-calculate the index permutations needed for the PFA algorithm.
Since the memory requirement at the processors executing the FFT engines is storage for one row/column, in-place computation is not a necessity, thus no longer requiring digitreversal routines which are a not inconsiderable time overhead (Section 4). (The returning rows are stored in an in-place fashion.) These requirements funnelled attention upon Stockham's self-sorting algorithm 28], which digit reverses (9) at each s t a g e of the recurrence, for the FFTs of individual rows. If the C programming language is used, no transfer of data between the row-storage vectors need occur, as the routines can alternate between the two row-storage vectors by pointer swapping.
The Centralized Phase
After the image rows have beenprocessed there is a centralized stage when preparation is made to distribute the columns. The chief disadvantage of the RC algorithm is this centralized phase. Without loss of generality, assume row-major addressing. The current message-passing primitives provided by communication harnesses require a start address and a length. For this reason, viewing the image array as a matrix, it may benecessary to transpose it. This was found to bedone most e ciently on the transputer-based machine as soon as the data arrived back (as row distribution was not delayed). There are also two ways of swapping the data around the main diagonal of the matrix if a separate routine is used after the row distribution phase. For machines using a memory hierarchy, as do most general purpose machines, a block-by-block transpose is also available as a way o f a voiding cache misses 29]. However, our practical tests with di erent transpose algorithms on SPARCs recorded no advantage from a block-by-block method 30]. PVM has a communication mode which allows direct transfer of the arriving data items, but in general Unix socket-based implementations of PVM communication through memory-to-memory copies and`mailbox' message-bu ering may o b viate any gains.
A way to reduce the sequential bottleneck involved in transposition might be to take advantage of a recursive routine 31] originally developed for large arrays (or alternatively restricted memory machines) as the basis of a parallel decomposition. We found that the need to redistribute blocks of data did not in practice make this approach an attractive prospect. This was the case when the blocks were distributed by way of a tree processor topology, retaining some work at its root.
Handling Real-valued Data
Though an FFT speci cally for real data was not provided, in retrospect two sets of FFTs would have been a preferable design decision. In 32], when appropriate comparisons are made, it is shown that such FFTs are at least as good as (say) the Hartley Transform for real-valued data.
For real-valued data it is possible to pack two successive rows (at load time) into the real and imaginary parts of one complex vector and recover two complete transforms using Hermitian symmetry (F (k) = F (;k), where F is the Fourier transform operator, k = 1 2 : : : N and the su x as usual denotes conjugacy. The advantage of this arrangement for parallel implementations is a saving in communication cost, since two transforms are accomplished from sending out one complex row vector. Once the packed data vectors had been processed it was found to be quicker to unpack the data in parallel at return time, even though more data were transmitted when returning the rows to the data-farmer. A greater virtue (by reason of Amdahl's law) was to reduce thereby the amount of centralized processing. Returning rows may be in the wrong order. One option, if the data-farmer process can do so without holding up work-scheduling (as with transposition), is to put the rows in the correct positions as they arrive back. Otherwise, the rows can be sorted without any data movement by using a tagged array. Since the row identities form a uniquely-ordered set, a bin sort, which i s of time complexity O(N), is suitable. If a transpose is performed, it must now be done by means of tag indexing.
As the complete transformed image (for real-valued data) exhibits Hermitian symmetry, only one half of the columns need be sorted, transposed and sent out for the last phase of the algorithm. Special treatment is needed for the zeroth and N=2 th columns. Notice that, though the transformed image is in transposed form, it is unnecessary to transpose back provided the frequency domain processing software is cognizant of this fact, as the succeeding reverse transform will also reverse the transpose. The reverse transform o ers less opportunity for reducing the computation (and amount of messages passed in a parallel version) but, since the nal target image may be real-valued, pairs of columns can be packed into one complex vector. The column occupying the imaginary part of the vector must bepre-multiplied by i and the nal reconstruction (including normalization) proceeds in parallel making using of the linearity of the FFT.
Other Considerations
The reduction of operations in the FFT does not generally reduce quantization noise since the set of operations on a single point are reorganised but not changed. 1 One must avoid rounding errors from repeated calculations. For example, a recursive method of calculating the rotation or`twiddle' multiplication factors which only makes partial reference to library mathematical functions carries this risk.
For VLSI applications, the advantage of an in-line method of trigonometric generation is that extra storage is not required. For general parallel applications, a look-up table (LUT) can becreated at run time for later use by individual processes. The creation time of the LUT, replicated on each process, can be o set against the image loading time on a root process. On the transputer without hardware support for virtual memory, w h i c h is bootedup with the complete program code (or on other embedded systems booted from ROM) a large LUT as well as the existing run-time kernel and any dynamic memory creation can exhaust the memory. Indeed, we had such problems when providing the tangent LUT mentioned in Section 3, despite 4M bytes of memory (the central farmer was privileged with 8M bytes).
Several forms of twiddle factor generation (library routine, in-line generation or LUT possibly using an in-line generation method) are part of a exible solution which ideally 1 It is assumed that the user of the FFT can select between single and double length f.p. representation so as to take a d v antage of the tradeo between speed and accuracy. The transputer for instance has a 20:7 speed ratio between double and single f.p. operation.
should be provided by a command line switch so that recompilation is not necessary. In 33], there is a binary recursive method that has O(u log 2 j) accuracy where u is the unit error that might arise from an individual f.p. operation (i.e., (x op y)(1+ ) < u ) a n d j counts the order of generation. Unlike recursive methods that use constant multiplicative factors, the binary recursive method employs interpolation from a small, previously-stored LUT. In general, the size of any table should certainly be reduced (twofold) by using conjugate symmetry and reduced possibly fourfold at a cost in addressing. There is also a hybrid method of twiddle factor generation given in 34], which dynamically forms blocks of the twiddle table (when viewed as a 2-D array) from a basic block and a numberof xed elements. This method reduces storage to 8 p N but involves four complex multiplications for each twiddle factor generated, which implies rounding errors.
An added exibility in all complex-eld algorithms is to provide alternative methods of complex multiplication as, by means of Golub's algorithm 25], the ratio of four to two for multiplication to add can be switched to three to ve. Examination of the instruction cycle times for the transputer shows that as multiplication and addition times are similar this alternative scheme would not lead to a timing improvement for us.
A problem with routines adapted from FORTRAN 35] is that complex vectors are stored as alternate real and imaginary parts rather than separate vectors. On machines with interleaved memory (some multiprocessors) this is likely to cause di culties because the stride is no longer one. In writing code, it provides practical problems in keeping track (and updating) two sets of indices. The disadvantages of FORTRAN vectors make i t preferable to send the real and imaginary vectors separately despite the extra set-up time needed. Finally,`Ili e' vectors whereby data access is from an array of row-vector pointers avoid data movements when performing the unscrambling steps needed for the implementations of Section 4.3.
Extending to a DCT
The programmer will want to economize on the e ort in developing software by reusing sound code. In this section, we reiterate how this can be done in the case of the DCT and indicate the main computational problem with such an approach. The 2-D DCT uses an adapted FFT, as rst described in 36]. This DCT does not rely on zero padding a double length FFT transform, but keeps the length the same by judicious use of various symmetries. De ne the 2-D FFT as follows: (13) where C represents the particular form of DCT used here and where we u s e R and I respectively to select the real and imaginary parts of a complex number. A di culty with this scheme is that the post-multiplications after the FFT can swallow up the advantage of using an FFT approach, especially for small data length transforms. The multiplications can be schematized as two rotations and an addition of terms. This produces the results for two columns at once from one column using conjugate symmetry. The rotation matrix used is: 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 5 : (16) The multiplication matrix can bedecomposed further in the manner of the thrice-skew rotation algorithm, resulting in only 3 multiplications and 3 additions. Put = 
The advantage of using this method has to be balanced against the need to store and access the tangent LUT, since it cannot apparently easily be constructed from the existing sine and cosine tables necessary for the FFT. A further di culty m a y arise from additional rounding errors. On two trees of three transputers, a 256 256 pixel image took 2.26s and 4.12s respectively for forward and reverse double precision f.p. DCT, making use of data packing and Hermitian symmetry.
Convolution for Large Images
In this section, we examine a block-by-block method of parallel convolution, adapted from restricted memory serial implementations. The method can still use data-farming, as for the FFT and DCT previously discussed, but the farmed items are now blocks or tiles not rows of the image. The problem with this approach, which i s seemingly unavoidable, is forming the blocks before transmission because of non-consecutive memory addressing, which will perturb the memory hierarchy.
Parallel Overlap-Save Convolution
In some circumstances it is preferable to take advantage of frequency-domain convolution, even though this can involve both a forward and reverse transform. The computational complexity of spatial-domain convolution is O(N 2 M 2 ) m ultiplications, assuming square image of size N and square window of size M, though this can be ameliorated by grouping common calculations, by arranging for mask coe cients to be zero or unity o r b y using shift operators. To nd the computational advantage of using a spatial method rather than a frequencydomain method of convolution, the following inequality m ust be approximately followed: 
It is usual to pre-compute the mask transform and store it as an LUT. A problem with using a frequency-domain method is that the memory usage is large. In a serial implementation, both the augmented image and mask must be stored. For a parallel implementation, one might consider storing the complete transformed mask on each worker in pre-calculated form. If instead the transformed mask is split between processors, one must arrange for the matching part of the transformed image to arrive at the appropriate processor. Compared to a spatial method, when the same mask is stored on each processor, the data loading time is a substantial disadvantage. To a void the problem of too large borders as well as the data distribution problem, an alternative is to use a block method: as the image is split into blocks, the transformed mask is only the size of a block. The advantage for a parallel method is that only a small mask need be stored or transmitted to the worker processor. The block method is computationally less e cient since the size of the transform has been reduced (and the computational complexity of the FFT reduces logarithmically) but for very large images it might not be possible to load the whole of the image into main memory.
As linear convolution is usually required whilst the FFT gives circular or wrap-around convolution it is necessary to enlarge the border region of each block so that its size (assuming square blocks and square masks) becomes B +M ;1, where B is the original size of the block and M the original size of the mask. One can either augment each block by a zeroized strip or re-use block border data for the strip. In the former method (overlap and add), the processed block is added to the existing data. For a serial implementation, this means source and target images are required. For a parallel implementation, one must avoid returning data overwriting data yet to be sent. If the existing border of each block is used (overlap and save), the surround is discarded by the worker process beforereturning it. A bonus is that the size of data returning is reduced. Additionally, the need to take time in adjoining any zeroized block borders is avoided, as of course are the additions of the returning block border edges. As returning blocks are o set from the original blocks ( Figure 2 ) they were pushed up and back to avoid overwriting blocks yet to depart, a zeroized image border providing a convenient cushion to allow this (Figure 3 ).
Organization of the Algorithm
Two v arieties of convolution program are possible, with and without bit-reversal.
Assuming a radix-2 (or radix-4) implementation, if one starts with a forward decimation in time (DIT) transform and (after the element-wise multiplication) use a reverse decimation in frequency algorithm (DIF) bit-reversal is not needed. Notice that the PT algorithm does not allow this possibility unless one uses bit-reversed tagging of data.
The bit-reversal algorithm will usually scan the data index range establishing the bitreversed version by use of Horner's algorithm. Optimized programs on various DSPs took between 3 and 15% of the time in 37], which is still not inconsiderable. For software-based implementations one of the fast bit-reversal algorithms 38], which use a recursive method to avoid unnecessary scanning of the data index range, will reduce the index permutation calculation but data swapping remains as a xed overhead.
To cope with (say) a radix-two algorithm the block size and/or image size can be increased. If the block size (before augmentation) does not t the image exactly then the image is also incremented on its far side. There are two situations that can arise. The remainder portion might not beenough to augment the block, in which case an extra strip is added. Alternatively, the remainder may be too large to augment t h e block, in which c a s e an extra block must be made up with dummy values. This is shown in Figure 4 . Using zeroes as the dummy values on the borders results in the average intensity being reduced for those pixels adjacent to the zeroized region and some other choice of border grey-level might be considered. For example, if a mask size of 10 were to beused with an image block size of 54 were employed, then the required total size of 63 is made up to 64 to enable a radix-2 transform to be used. The image size is augmented from 512 to 522 to give a zeroized border. When the augmented image size is sampled in unaugmented blocks of size 54 then 9 blocks can be ttedin with a remainder of 36. But an edge of only 10 is required. Thus, an extra block is required for the last 16 pixels. The previous 10 pixels are re-used and the 16 pixels must be made up to 54 by zeroizing a nal strip. The image must be increased in a vertical as well as horizontal fashion to account for fractional block sizes. A detailed consideration of optimal block size is given in 39]. Choice of image size is also relevant for larger images if there is a fractional extent 40].
Choice of Block FFT
Despite the advantage of the PT algorithm in reducing multiplication operations and thereby increasing accuracy and also the theoretical 25% computational advantage of the VR algorithm over the radix-2 RC algorithm, timings revealed that the RC algorithm was faster in typical circumstances. Tables 3 & 4 contains sample timings. In Table 3 , the image/block sizes are selected merely for a comparative timing test. In Table 4 , the timings were made on a 50 MHz SPARCstation 5.
Implementation with the RC Algorithm
The RC algorithm on a per-block basis can use data packing (Section 2.5) in combination with bit-reversal avoidance but then it is necessary to perform any operations on the normal order of the data, not on their bit-reversed versions. A w ay around this is to use tags which have been pre-sorted into bit-reversed order. Then, by indexing through the tag, the normal order can beaccessed. Clearly for small vectors this will obviate the advantage of packing in the rst place. Similar savings by means of another form of data packing (Section 2.5) can be taken advantage of in the inverse transform for each block. The resulting sequence of operations is shown in Figure 5 , which summarizes the parallel implementation.
Conclusion
This paper has given an overview of the implementation of frequency transforms for a parallel software library suitable as an accelerator to dsp software. Though there are a large number of schemes proposed for FFTs and associated routines, for a portable and parallel implementation, the Row-Column (RC) 2-D algorithm forms the most appropriate basis. Similarly, a mixed-radix autosort routine for the individual FFTs is exible and in practice is competitive in computational terms. The RC algorithm can beadapted for a 1-D transform and for a DCT. The e ciency of the algorithm is also as much a function of auxiliary routines, such as bit-reversal or matrix transpose, as it is of the organization of the`butter ies'. The speed of the matrix transpose may bea ected by the architecture of the machine on which it is performed. As this forms the bulk of the centralized processing in a parallel RC implementation, it may w ell call for user-selectable methods when supplied as part of a software library. Selection of the mode of generation of trigonometric values is also advisable. For real-valued data there are also a number of simple ways that data communication and processing can be reduced. To implement these methods, which were adopted in all the transforms described here, requires careful`bookkeeping'. Similar logistics are required when performing parallel convolution by a block method when there may also be the problem of augmented or fractional blocks. 
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